
Completing your Learning Agreement in Sonia 

 

Once you log into Sonia, click on Forms.  

 

 

 

STUDENTS: 
Locate the 
BSSW Learning 
Agreement and 
select “edit”. 
This will open a 
new browser 
for you to 
complete the 
form. All 
sections 
marked with a 
* are required. 



 

 
STUDENTS: 
Select Micro, 
Macro, or 
both options 
based on the 
agency setting 
and learning 
opportunities. 



 

** Repeat this process for competencies 2-9 ** 

 

 

FI: Note the 
rating scale and 
corresponding 
descriptions 
utilized for the 
end-of-semester 
evaluation. 

 

STUDENTS/FI: At 
the start of the 
placement - Review 
and check all 
required activities. 
Other activities can 
be added from the 
list provided. 1-2 
additional, agency-
specific tasks must 
be typed in the text 
box. Tasks will 
continue for the 
entire placement. 

 



FI:  At the end of each semester - In the narrative section (in 
corresponding semester), provide specific examples of how the 
st udent engaged in activities towards this competency (e.g. 
student engaged in agency orientation on 1/7/20, student 
de monstrated professionalism during team meetings, and they 
were able to discuss ethical dilemmas during supervision.  

NOTE: It is important to provide ample documentation, as this 
det ermines a student’s competency completion.  FIs should not 
be using copy paste for these sections.

FI: At the end of each semester - Provide a rating (in 
corresponding semester) based on activities observed 
throughout the semester for each competency. Utilize 
the rating scale at the top of the learning agreement.  



STUDENT/FI/Liaison: At the start of the placement - Individuals submit the learning agreement indicating all parties have reviewed 
and agreed upon learning activities selected. Signatures must be submitted in the order below with a comment confirming approval. 
Each party should add comments and click their own submit button. 

STUDENT/FI/Liaison: Upon completion of the end-of-semester evaluation, FI provides a grade. Each party signs the 
evaluation in the order below and provides a comment confirming they have reviewed and approve of the evaluation.  

FI: Successful/conditional pass indicates the student has made some progress, but there are 
ongoing concerns that require a meeting with the field liaison prior to the student receiving a 
final grade for the semester. The Field Liaison should add documentation in Sonia about the 
plan when this grade is assigned. 




